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Introduction
A project is defined as a series of inter-related and sequenced activities,
managed by a single individual, designed and organized to accomplish a
specific goal, within a limited timeframe, frequently with specific
budgetary requirements. Generally, a project will have features such as:







Are unique
Consume time
Cost money
Requires people
Contain risks
Involve a sequence of tasks

Nearly every activity within an organization could be termed as a project
possessing unique characteristics and varying levels of importance to the
organization. A research project differs from general projects because it
has to look into questions posed by scientific theories and hypotheses. The
successful management of a research project depends upon the
researcher’s ability to plan, coordinate and perform the research.
Type of projects:
 Developing a new product or service
 Effecting a change in structure, staffing, or style of an organization
 Designing a new transportation vehicle
 Developing or acquiring a new or modified information system
 Constructing or renovating a building or facility
 Building a water system for a community in a developing country
 Running a campaign for political office
 Implementing a new or improved business process or procedure
Project Structure
1

Principal Scientist, RSM Division, NAARM
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The broad structure of a project will be as follows (fig.1)

Fig.1. Project Structure
Project Management:
Project management is a method and a set of techniques based on the
accepted principles of management used for planning, estimating, and
controlling work activities to reach a desired end result on time, within
budget, and according to specification. The starting point for managing a
project effectively is to have a clear understanding of the deliverables
including possible outputs and outcomes. A simple model to start to
explore this is to distinguish between outputs and outcomes.



Outputs are the physical deliverables of the project
Outcomes are what happens as a result of the outputs

Thus project management is taking knowledge, skills, tools, and
techniques, applying those to project activities to satisfy the business need
for which the project was undertaken. It may also be stated that project
management is “the process of scoping, Planning, Staffing, Organizing,
directing and controlling the development of an acceptable system at a
minimum cost within a specified time frame”.
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The following are the stages/ phases of project management:
1. Project conception and initiation
2. Project definition and planning
3. Project launch or execution
4. Project performance and control
5. Project close
Project management is gaining focus due to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased use of Project Management
Compressed product life cycle
Global competition
Knowledge explosion
Corporate downsizing
Increased customer focus
Development of Third World and closed economies

Phases in Project Management
The project management has five phases such as (Table.1):
Table.1.Project Management Phases
Phase
I
II
III
IV
V

Description
Do a brainstorm (mind-map, spider-graph) of ALL the activities
you need to complete for your own project.
Put all the tasks in order as a list
Give each task an identifier.
This can be a letter or a number
Design a matrix table, showing the tasks, their estimated time
and their predecessors
Produce a network chart.
This can be an Activity on Arrow (AOA) / Activity on Node
(AON) chart as in the case of PERT/ CPM or a Gantt Chart

As per the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) there nine
knowledge areas in project management (fig.2):
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Fig.2. Project Management Knowledge Areas
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Integration Management: it includes the essential processes so
all the project elements are coordinated properly. Involves the
execution of trade-offs between concurrent project goals and
the choice of alternatives for meeting or even exceeding
stakeholders’ needs.
Scope Management: it involves the activities related to the
management of the changes made on the project scope which
must have its consequences measured before being
implemented.
Time management: it consists on preparing and controlling the
project activities schedule in order to conclude the project as
planned.
Costs management: it includes all the processes that are
necessary for assuring that by the end of the project only the
approved budget was necessary for covering the project costs.
These processes include the planning of resources, estimating
costs and budget control.
Quality assurance: the quality assurance must satisfy all the
project needs, which can be achieved through a variety of
quality management methods. Mikkelsen (1990) cites as
examples of quality management a comparison between the
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product and the primary project goals, a revaluation of goals
and a general evaluation for formulating goals for the next
project phase.
(vi) Human resources management: human resources management
is related to the necessary processes for assuring that the
project will make effective use of the people who are involved
in its execution. Among these people are included all the
project stakeholders, such as sponsors, clients, project
execution team, among others.
(vii) Communication management: it refers to the necessary actions
for managing properly activities such as generation, collection,
dissemination, storage and discarding information on the
project.
(viii) Risk management: it is a way of managing uncertainty
systematically in order to increase the likelihood of meeting the
project objectives. Risk management is also understood as a
process that accompanies the project since its definition,
throughout the planning, execution and control, until the
project conclusion and closing.
(ix) Acquisition management: it handles the acquisition of
resources from external suppliers. Resources include
equipment, processed materials, services, software or a
combination of these.
Tools for Project management
Project management is a challenging task with many complex
responsibilities. Fortunately, there are many tools available to assist with
accomplishing the tasks and executing the responsibilities. Some require a
computer with supporting software, while others can be used manually.
Project managers should choose a project management tool that best suits
their management style. No one tool addresses all project management
needs.
There are various tools for managing a research project. The major among
them are listed below:
1. WBS - Work Breakdown Structure
2. GANTT Chart
3. PERT/CPM Project Evaluation and Review Technique/Critical Path
Method
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Risk Assessment Matrix
Monte Carlo simulation
Responsibility Matrix
Resource Estimate
Progress Report

1. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)






A method of breaking down a project into individual elements
(components, subcomponents, activities and tasks) in a hierarchical
structure which can be scheduled and allocate cost separately
It defines tasks that can be completed independently of other tasks,
facilitating resource allocation, assignment of responsibilities and
measurement and control of the project
It is foundation of project planning
It is developed before identification of dependencies and estimation of
activity durations
It can be used to identify the tasks in the CPM and PERT
An illustration of WBS is given in Figure.3.

Work Breakdown Structure for Computer Order
Processing System Project

Fig.3. Illustration of Work Break Down Structure
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Some of the benefits of using the WBS are:










Understanding exactly what is involved in the project
Identifying key tasks
Provides a framework for delegation and resource identification
Provides a method to manage and measure progress
Provides a basis for developing cost estimates
Drives delivery of the project by having many deadlines
More flexibility in arranging the activities in theproject.
Process will evolve so be flexible and update on a regular basis.
Helps to identify risk areas for project

2. Gantt Chart
This was developed in 1917 by Henry Gantt as tool for managing factory
production. It depicts start times and lengths of major tasks (i.e. WBS). It
can be used to monitor ongoing progress. Typically, it can be developed as
described below:
To draw up a Gantt chart, it must follow these steps:
Step 1- List all activities in the plan. For each task, show the earliest start
date, estimated length of time it will take, and whether it is parallel or
sequential. If tasks are sequential, show which stages they depend on.
Step 2- Head up graph paper with the days or weeks through to task
completion.
Step 3- Plot the tasks onto the graph paper. Next draw up a rough draft of
the Gantt Chart. Plot each task on the graph paper, showing it starting on
the earliest possible date. Draw it as a bar, with the length of the bar being
the length of the task. Above the task bars, mark the time taken to
complete them.
Step 4- Schedule activities. Now take the draft Gantt Chart, and use it to
schedule actions. Schedule them in such a way that sequential actions are
carried out in the required sequence. Ensure that dependent activities do
not start until the activities they depend on have been completed. While
scheduling, ensure that the best use of the resources available is ensured,
and do not over-commit resource.
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Step 5- Presenting the analysis. The final stage in this process is to prepare
a final version of the Gantt Chart. This should combine the draft analysis
with the scheduling and analysis of resources. This chart will show when
the anticipated jobs should start and finish.
In constructing a Gantt chart, keep the tasks to a manageable number (no
more than 15 or 20) so that the chart fits on a single page. More complex
projects may require subordinate charts which detail the timing of all the
subtasks which make up one of the main tasks. For team projects, it often
helps to have an additional column containing numbers or initials which
identify which one in the team is responsible for that task (Fig.4).

•
•
•

Blue bars show time periods for tasks
Arrows depict dependencies
Black inner lines and percentages show amount of progress

Fig.4. Gantt Chart
There are many software packages dedicated to project planning. One of
the most popular is Microsoft Project. The MS Excel can also be used for
developing Gantt chart as per the following procedure. One of the best of
the freeware packages to help with Gantt chart development is Gantt
Project which can be downloaded at www.ganttproject.biz.
3. Network Analysis
Network Analysis is a generic name for a number of procedures which are
all based on the concept of a "network diagram." Some common variants
of this basic approach are PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique), CPM (Critical Path Method) and RAMPS (Resource
Allocation and Multiple Project Scheduling). There some symbols that are
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commonly used in the network diagrams, which are mentioned below
(fog.5):

Fig.5. Symbols used in Network Diagrams (PERT/CPM)
3.1 Program Evaluation & Review Technique (PERT)
PERT was born of sheer desperation. In 1956, during the initial stages of
the U.S. Navy's Polaris missile development program, the Special Projects
Office in charge of this immense project found that all the conventional
management methods were hopelessly inadequate to keep track of the
schedule. Superimposed on the job of coordinating the efforts of 11,000
contractors was a degree of uncertainty as to when crucial research and
development stages might be completed. PERT was devised then with
time as the critical factor, and its application is credited with saving two
years from the original estimate of five years required to complete the
project. An interesting aspect of PERT was the use of three completion
time estimates for each activity, and the application of statistical
probability theory to forecast the likely chance of completing the project
within a given date. The success of this application led the U.S.
Department of Defence to specify that all future defence contracts must
use PERT. Since the Polaris project the method has undergone
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considerable development and is called PERT/Cost. The expanded version
of PERT is a comprehensive system, which encompasses cost and
resource aspects in addition to time.
PERT planning involves the following steps:
1. Identify the specific activities and milestones. The activities are the
tasks of the project. The milestones are the events that mark the
beginning and the end of one or more activities.
2. Determine the proper sequence of activities. This step may be
combined with step 1 above since the activity sequence is evident
for some tasks. Other tasks may require some analysis to determine
the exact order in which they should be performed.
3. Construct a network diagram. Using the activity sequence
information, a network diagram can be drawn showing the
sequence of the successive and parallel activities. Arrowed lines
represent the activities and circles or "bubbles" represent
milestones.
4. Estimate the time required for each activity. Weeks are a
commonly used unit of time for activity completion, but any
consistent unit of time can be used. A distinguishing feature of
PERT is it's ability to deal with uncertainty in activity completion
times. For each activity, the model usually includes three time
estimates:
 Optimistic time - the shortest time in which the activity can be
completed.
 Most likely time - the completion time having the highest
probability.
 Pessimistic time - the longest time that an activity may take.
From this, the expected time for each activity can be calculated using the
following weighted average:
Expected Time = (Optimistic + 4 x Most Likely + Pessimistic) / 6
This helps to bias time estimates away from the unrealistically short
timescales normally assumed.
5. Determine the critical path. The critical path is determined by
adding the times for the activities in each sequence and
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determining the longest path in the project. The critical path
determines the total calendar time required for the project. The
amount of time that a non-critical path activity can be delayed
without delaying the project is referred to as slack time.
If the critical path is not immediately obvious, it may be helpful to
determine the following four times for each activity:
* ES - Earliest Start time
* EF - Earliest Finish time
* LS - Latest Start time
* LF - Latest Finish time
These times are calculated using the expected time for the relevant
activities. The earliest start and finish times of each activity are
determined by working forward through the network and determining
the earliest time at which an activity can start and finish considering its
predecessor activities. The latest start and finish times are the latest
times that an activity can start and finish without delaying the project.
LS and LF are found by working backward through the network. The
difference in the latest and earliest finish of each activity is that
activity's slack. The critical path then is the path through the network
in which none of the activities have slack.
The variance in the project completion time can be calculated by
summing the variances in the completion times of the activities in the
critical path. Given this variance, one can calculate the probability that
the project will be completed by a certain date assuming a normal
probability distribution for the critical path. The normal distribution
assumption holds if the number of activities in the path is large enough
for the central limit theorem to be applied.
6. Update the PERT chart as the project progresses. As the project
unfolds, the estimated times can be replaced with actual times. In
cases where there are delays, additional resources may be needed
to stay on schedule and the PERT chart may be modified to reflect
the new situation.
The PERT/CPM is capable of giving answers to the following questions to
the project manager: ¾ when will the project be finished? ¾ when is each
individual part of the scheduled to start and finish? ¾ of the numerous jobs
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in the project, which one must be timed to avoid being late? ¾ is it
possible to shift resources to critical jobs of the project from other noncritical jobs of the project without affecting the overall completion time of
the project? ¾ among all the jobs in the project, where should management
concentrate its efforts at one time? (Chandra,
3.2 Critical Path Method – CPM
Concurrently with PERT, CPM was developed at DuPont for scheduling
chemical plant construction. The entire emphasis in the initial
development of PERT was on time since early military applications were
intent on completing the project in the shortest possible time, there being
no cost constraints. In the case of most "business" projects, however, costs
also have to be considered. In general, project time can be reduced but
only with an attendant increase in costs. The CPM technique relates costs
to time and shows how to accelerate the project for the lowest possible
cost.
PERT is a planning and control tool used for defining and controlling the
tasks necessary to complete a project. PERT charts and Critical Path
Method (CPM) charts are often used interchangeably; the only difference
is how task times are computed. Both charts display the total project with
all scheduled tasks shown in sequence. The displayed tasks show which
ones are in parallel, those tasks that can be performed at the same time. A
graphic representation called a "Project Network" or "CPM Diagram" is
used to portray graphically the interrelationships of the elements of a
project and to show the order in which the activities must be performed.
Benefits to using a PERT chart or the Critical Path Method include






Improved planning and scheduling of activities.
Improved forecasting of resource requirements.
Identification of repetitive planning patterns which can be followed
in other projects, thus simplifying the planning process.
Ability to see and thus reschedule activities to reflect interproject
dependencies and resource limitations following know priority
rules.
It also provides the following: expected project completion time
probability of completion before a specified date, the critical path
activities that impact completion time, the activities that have slack
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time and that can lend resources to critical path activities, and
activity start and end dates.
Critical Path Method / Analysis
As with Gantt Charts, the essential concept behind Critical Path
Analysis is that you cannot start some activities until others are
finished. These activities need to be completed in a sequence, with
each stage being more-or-less completed before the next stage can
begin. These are 'sequential' activities.
Other activities are not dependent on completion of any other tasks.
You can do these at any time before or after a particular stage is
reached. These are non-dependent or 'parallel' tasks.
Table. 2 shows the list of activities and Figure 5 shows the project
network of a construction company.
Table.2 List of activities of a construction company

There is an arc leading to each activity from each of its immediate
predecessors. Because activity A has no immediate predecessors, there
is an arc leading from the start node to this activity. Similarly, since
activities M and N have no immediate successors, arcs lead from these
activities to the finish node. Therefore, the project network nicely
displays at a glance all the precedence relationships between all the
activities (plus the start and finish of the project). The number next to
the node for each activity then records the estimated duration (in
weeks) of that activity.
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Fig. 6. The Network diagram of a construction project

Drawing a Critical Path Analysis Chart
Use the following steps to draw a CPA Chart:
Step 1. List all activities in the plan
For each activity, show the earliest start date, estimated length of time
it will take, and whether it is parallel or sequential. If tasks are
sequential, show which stage they depend on.
For the project example used here, you will end up with the same task
list as explained in the article on Gantt Charts (we will use the same
example as with Gantt Charts to compare the two techniques). The
chart is repeated in Table.3 below:
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Table.3. Task List: Planning a custom-written computer project
Task

Earliest
start

Length

level

Week 0

1 week

Sequential

B. Selection of
hardware platform

Week 1

1 day

Sequential

A

C. Installation and
commissioning of
hardware

Week
1.2

2 weeks

Parallel

B

D.
Detailed
analysis of core
modules

Week 1

2 weeks Sequential

A

E. Detailed analysis
of
supporting
modules

Week 3

2 weeks Sequential

D

F. Programming of
core modules

Week 3

2 weeks Sequential

D

G. Programming of
supporting modules

Week 5

3 weeks Sequential

E

H.
Quality
assurance of core
modules

Week 5

1 week

Sequential

F

I. Quality assurance
of
supporting
modules

Week 8

1 week

Sequential

G

J.Core

Week 6

1 day

Parallel

C, H

A.
High
analysis

module
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Task

Earliest
start

Length

Type

Dependent
on...

K.
Development
and
QA
of
accounting
reporting

Week 5

1 week

Parallel

E

L.
Development
and
QA
of
management
reporting

Week 5

1 week

Parallel

E

M. Development of
Management
Information
System

Week 6

1 week

Sequential

L

N. Detailed training

Week 9

1 week

Sequential

I, J, K, M

training

Step 2. Plot the activities as a circle and arrow diagram
Critical Path Analyses are presented using circle and arrow diagrams.
In these, circles show events within the project, such as the start and finish
of tasks. The number shown in the left hand half of the circle allows you to
identify each one easily. Circles are sometimes known as nodes.
An arrow running between two event circles shows the activity needed to
complete that task. A description of the task is written underneath the
arrow. The length of the task is shown above it. By convention, all arrows
run left to right. Arrows are also sometimes called arcs.
An example of a very simple diagram is shown below:
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This shows the start event (circle 1), and the completion of the 'High
Level Analysis' task (circle 2). The arrow between them shows the
activity of carrying out the High Level Analysis. This activity should
take 1 week.
Where one activity cannot start until another has been completed, we
start the arrow for the dependent activity at the completion event circle
of the previous activity. An example of this is shown below:

Here the activities of 'Select Hardware' and 'Core Module Analysis'
cannot be started until 'High Level Analysis' has been completed. This
diagram also brings out a number of other important points:
Within Critical Path Analysis, we refer to activities by the numbers in
the circles at each end. For example, the task 'Core Module Analysis'
would be called activity 2 to 3. 'Select Hardware' would be activity 2
to 9.
Activities are not drawn to scale. In the diagram above, activities are 1
week long, 2 weeks long, and 1 day long. Arrows in this case are all
the same length.
In the example above, you can see a second number in the top, right
hand quadrant of each circle. This shows the earliest start time for the
following activity. It is conventional to start at 0. Here units are whole
weeks.
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A different case is shown below:

Here activity 6 to 7 cannot start until the other four activities (11 to 6,
5 to 6, 4 to 6, and 8 to 6) have been completed.

Resource Allocation and Multiple Project Scheduling – RAMPS
Neither PERT nor CPM in their early development considered the detailed
problems of scheduling and allocating resources. Reduction of project
duration to a minimum is a desirable aim, but this objective must be
tempered with the need to reduce peak resources requirements and to
avoid periods when resources are not fully used. Here again, research
originated at DuPont and took shape under the name of RAMPS. This
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technique can be applied to the problem of allocating various resources
like manpower, equipment, assembly floor space, etc., over the entire
duration of the project in the best possible way. The RAMPS method is
also capable, as its name implies, of taking into account several projects
running together, with the projects in competition for the same limited
resources.
4. Risk Assessment Matrix (RAM)
A Risk is the amount of harm that can be expected to occur during a given
time period due to specific harm event (e.g., an accident). Statistically, the
level of risk can be calculated as the product of the probability that harm
occurs (e.g., that an accident happens) multiplied by the severity of that
harm (i.e., the average amount of harm or more conservatively the
maximum credible amount of harm). In practice, the amount of risk is
usually categorized into a small number of levels because neither the
probability nor harm severity can typically be estimated with accuracy and
precision. A Risk Matrix is a matrix that is used during Risk
Assessment to define the various levels of risk as the product of the harm
probability categories and harm severity categories. This is a simple
mechanism to increase visibility of risks and assist management decision
making.
Risk assessment is the process by which businesses and organizations
focus on critical areas of concern and prioritize their use of resources in
order to maximize response and recovery efforts. In making strategic
decisions, business and government leaders routinely try to predict the
benefits and/or harm that might be caused by implementing or failing to
implement those decisions. The Risk Assessment Matrix (RAM) can be
viewed as a logical extension of that process.
Through this process, companies and agencies:





Identify their most important (critical) processes and functions;
Identify threats most likely to impact those processes and
functions;
Determine the vulnerability of critical functions and processes to
those threats; and
Prioritize deployment of personnel and resources in order to
maintain continuous operation of critical functions and processes.
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The RAM format is intended for use by private and public organizations of
varying sizes and configurations. It is a concise, user-friendly tool for
gathering information to prioritize assets, identify mitigation needs and
develop preparedness, response, and recovery plans.
The six steps in the RAM process are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify business functions and processes.
Rank functions and processes according to criticality.
Determine recovery time required to sustain critical functions and
processes.
Identify threats that impact each critical business function and
process.
Determine the vulnerability of each critical business function and
process.
Confirm that appropriate personnel, plans, and resources are in
place to respond. If gaps exist, identify relevant solution areas to
address shortcomings.

The manner in which the RAM is completed will vary according to
circumstances. A small business or agency may assign one individual to
complete the process for the entire organization. A large, multidivisional
organization (shipping, human resources, operations/manufacturing, etc.)
may wish to task an individual in each division or unit with assessing that
part of the operations. Data collected is then used to establish critical
incident response priorities. An example of RAM is given in Figure.7.
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Fig.7. A model of Risk Assessment Matrix
5. Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulation, or probability simulation, is a technique used to
understand the impact of risk and uncertainty in financial, project
management, cost, and other forecasting models. Monte Carlo simulation,
while not yet widely used in project management, does get some exposure
through certain project management practices. This exposure is primarily
in the areas of cost and time management to quantify the risk level of a
project’s budget or planned completion date.
In time management, Monte Carlo simulation may be applied to project
schedules to quantify the conﬁdence the project manager should have in
the target project completion date or total project duration. Project
manager and subject matter experts assigns a probability distribution
function of duration to each task or group of tasks in the project network
to get better estimates. A three-point estimate is often used to simplify this
practice, where the expert supplies the most-likely, worst-case, and bestcase durations for each task or group of tasks. The project manager can
then ﬁ t these three estimates to a duration probability distribution, such as
a normal, Beta, or triangular distribution, for the task. Once the simulation
is complete, the project manager is able to report the probability of
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completing the project on any particular date, which allows him / her to set
a schedule reserve for the project.
In cost management, project manager can use Monte Carlo simulation to
better understand project budget and estimate ﬁnal budget at completion.
Instead of assigning a probability distribution to the project task durations,
project manager assigns the distribution to the project costs. These
estimates are normally produced by a project cost expert, and the ﬁnal
product is a probability distribution of the ﬁnal total project cost. Project
managers often use this distribution to set aside a project budget reserve,
to be used when contingency plans are necessary to respond to risk events.
Monte Carlo simulation can also be used in other areas of project
management, primarily in program and portfolio management when
making capital budgeting and investment decisions.
In a Monte Carlo simulation, a random value is selected for each of the
tasks, based on the range of estimates. The model is calculated based on
this random value. The result of the model is recorded, and the process is
repeated. A typical Monte Carlo simulation calculates the model hundreds
or thousands of times, each time using different randomly-selected values.
When the simulation is complete, we have a large number of results from
the model, each based on random input values. These results are used to
describe the likelihood, or probability, of reaching various results in the
model. Like any forecasting model, the simulation will only be as good as
the estimates you make. It's important to remember that the simulation
only represents probabilities and not certainty. Nevertheless, Monte Carlo
simulation can be a valuable tool when forecasting an unknown future.
6. Responsibility Matrix
Among the many tools used to manage a project, the Responsibility
Assignment Matrix (RAM) stands out. It is especially useful to projects
that cross functional boundaries. Once established, it is usually a very
stable representation of the project, often changing less that the project
plan. Even on a small project, the RAM can improve everyone’s
understanding of each participant’s role. The Responsibility Assignment
Matrix answers the question “Who will be accountable for each of the
project’s major deliverables?” and later, for lower-level work-packages
and activity-deliverables.
The Responsibility Assignment Matrix will:
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Clearly define, for each deliverable, the responsibilities of
everyone involved.
Assign accountability for every deliverable in a project.
Clarify some of the communications between project roles.
Accelerate some of the decisions made within a project.

The Responsibility Assignment Matrix usually begins as a high-level
Cross-Functional Responsibility Assignment Matrix that, for each major
deliverable, identifies responsibilities of the departments and functions
that will be involved in a project.
The Cross-Functional Responsibility Assignment Matrix is usually drafted
early in the project as the stakeholders are being identified. Users of the
RAM should participate in its development and validation. Later, after the
project plan has detailed the lower-level activity-deliverables of the
project, the matrix becomes more refined. An Activity Level
Responsibility Assignment Matrix shows the more detailed responsibilities
of individuals involved in the project. Sometimes a full RAM combines
the high-level and low-level deliverables and roles in one integrated table.
The Responsibility Assignment Matrix is a table. At the beginning of the
project, a high-level, Cross-Functional Responsibility Assignment Matrix
will list major project deliverables down the rows and the different
departmental roles or major functional roles across the columns.
For each deliverable listed in the table, you can specify which role has the
"A"ccountable responsibility, any other "P”erforming responsibility(s), the
"S"igningoff responsibility(s), and the "C"ommunicating responsibility(s),
and enter "A", "P", "S", or "C" in the cells of the table. A sample crossfunctional Responsibility Assignment Matrix is shown in Figure.8.
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Fig.8. A sample cross- functional Responsibility Assignment Matrix
7. Resource Estimate
Activity Resource Estimating is a time management planning process. It is
done early in the planning processes to establish the resource costs of a
project. Before you can estimate activity resources, you need to determine
what types of resources (and how many of each type) are needed for the
project.
The Activity Resource Estimating process incorporates the work
breakdown structure, the scope statement, and the resource pool
descriptions into resource activity estimates. Using expert judgment,
alternatives analysis, published estimating data, project management
software, and bottom-up estimating, the project manager can determine the
resource requirements for the project. Organizational process assets, the
second input to the Activity Resource Estimating process, provide the
policies concerning staffing and the acquisition of materials and
equipment. The last input into the Activity Resource Estimating process is
resource availability. Resource availability is sometimes referred to as a
resource pool description. Resource pool information may or may not exist
in the company.
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8. Progress Report
Effective communication is a key to successful projects – sharing the right
messages with the right people in a timely manner. A status report is a
great communications tool for every project manager. Status reports, just
one of many valuable project management forms, are a way of updating
your team and your managers on how a project is progressing. These
reports are a necessity since stakeholders need to be constantly kept in the
loop.
An effective status report:





Is a clearly written report
Informs the reader what the project is
Communicates what the team has accomplished and what still
needs to be accomplished
For a basic example, please feel free to download the Excel Status
Report Template found in the Project Management Media Gallery.

The project progress must be verified regularly in order to intervene
appropriately if required. The Project Status Report is the central
document for evaluating the project progress. It includes statements on the
current production state, stability and quality of the project results, risk
assessments, deviations from the original planning and a - possibly
updated - new planning.
The Project Leader is responsible for the Project Progress Report. He
prepares it in cooperation with the other key roles of the project. Number,
frequency and distribution of the Project Status Report are specified in the
Project Manual. The Project Status Report is used for project-internal and
external reporting.
Conclusion
The successful management of a research project depends upon the
researcher’s ability to plan, coordinate and perform the research. Many
researchers do not formally manage their research and whilst this does not
necessarily mean that the research will not be completed successfully this
approach has impacts on the staffs whom are involved in the project. For
example, an unplanned approach can often lead to stress in members of the
research team, crises management when deadlines are not effectively
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managed and the lack of time within the research to deliver effective
outcomes for all the staff involved in the project. The use of tools and
techniques of project management resulted in several benefits, such as:
proper distribution of activities among the teams (management team,
technical group and executive committee), mapping of all activities
necessary to develop the research project, monitoring of the deadlines, and
ensuring better control of activities and deadlines. A disciplined project
management process is important to any project. Project managers are
expected to deliver results, on time and on budget. Solid project planning
reduces the risks associated with any project whether it is research or
business oriented.
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